P0135 honda civic 2005

It is caused by a failure in one of the oxygen sensors heated elements, specifically bank 1
sensor 1. It technically stands for:. The purpose of the heated element in the oxygen sensor is
to quickly bring your it up to normal operating temperature after your Civic has been started.
Typically, the only symptom of P is going to be the service engine soon light. It should not be
considered a breakdown risk. But, like anything that causes the service engine soon light to
come on it is a good idea to have it fixed as soon as possible. Here are the most common
issues that cause the P code in the Honda Civic. They are presented in order somewhat of most
to least likely to cause the problem. It is possible to diagnose the P with a multimeter. If the light
comes on, even for a second, you know that you have a short circuit causing the P trouble
code. Good luck finding whatever caused it in your Honda Civic. If you have anything that you
would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Honda Civic P Symptoms
Typically, the only symptom of P is going to be the service engine soon light. Bad Oxygen
Sensor â€” The oxygen sensor itself is one of the most likely reasons that P is triggering your
service engine soon light. Wiring Harness Damage â€” The wiring that goes to the front and rear
oxygen sensors is very susceptible to damage. This is due to the fact that O2 sensors are under
the chassis where they are subject to punishment from road debris, and they are subjected to a
lot of exhaust heat. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If you are getting P after having recently replaced
your Oxygen sensor, it may be that the replacement is wrong or bad. Civic P Diagnosis Here is a
fantastic video that covers all aspects of diagnosing a P trouble code. Play Now. What does this
mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness
and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or
corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. Tech
Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your vehicle's make
and model, and even your engine type. When is the code detected? Current amperage in the
front heated oxygen sensor heater circuit is out of the normal range. An improper voltage drop
signal is sent to ECM through the front heated oxygen sensor heat. The faster the heated
oxygen sensor reaches that temperature the faster the sensor will start sending an accurate
signal to the Engine Control Module ECM. In order to achieve the require temperature, a heater
element is included inside the heated oxygen sensor. The ECM controls the heated oxygen
sensor heater element based on signals from the engine coolant temperature and engine load.
The ECM controls the heater element circuit by allowing current flow to ground. The ECM
monitors the voltage signal received through the heater element circuit and determines the
state of the circuit by comparing the voltage detected with the factory specifications. Get
Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Honda code diagnosed by a
professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us
improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the
code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P Honda code? Have you replaced any
parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 2. Home - About AutoCodes.
Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. Heated oxygen sensors contain heating elements to help them
get to operating temperature quickly in order to minimize the amount of time spent in open-loop
operation A fixed rich mixture. This video does a great job of outlining the diagnostic process
for P, but we have provided an overview below:. Please take it to the nearest auto shop so that
they may check other possible issues, including the Engine Control Module ECM. For error
code P, one or more of the below repairs may be needed to solve the underlying issue. For each
possible repair, the estimated cost of repair includes the cost of the relevant parts and the cost
of labor required to make the repair. Download The Savvy Motorist Report now to discover:.
FixD works great! Once I got the App installed right and registered, it showed the potential
reason on the check engine light, and how to diagnose sensor. In a few minutes you know what
to do, where and how. Love it! How can you tell if is the upper Left or r ugh this downstream or
or the Lower right or left downstream 02 heater sensor since it only gives code P Got lucky no
parts needed. Loosened the pipe and all is good. Worth taking a extra look. Question- I have a
straight 6 and have this error code. Another useful diagnostic is to check the battery. Thank you
L. Already knew my battery needed replacement and you saved me a lot of unnecessary work
trying to find the source of this code. Yes No Play Now. Start by checking the "Possible
Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for
damaged components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins.
Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary widely across the country,
and even within the same city. How much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. When
is the code detected? Current amperage in the front heated oxygen sensor heater circuit is out
of the normal range. An improper voltage drop signal is sent to ECM through the front heated
oxygen sensor heat. The faster the heated oxygen sensor reaches that temperature the faster
the sensor will start sending an accurate signal to the Engine Control Module ECM. In order to

achieve the require temperature, a heater element is included inside the heated oxygen sensor.
The ECM controls the heated oxygen sensor heater element based on signals from the engine
coolant temperature and engine load. The ECM controls the heater element circuit by allowing
current flow to ground. The ECM monitors the voltage signal received through the heater
element circuit and determines the state of the circuit by comparing the voltage detected with
the factory specifications. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P
Honda code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine
Light ON? Repair Importance Level: 2. We recommend Torque Pro. The upstream oxygen
sensor O2S is located ahead of the catalytic converter. It is used to determine the concentration
of oxygen in the exhaust gas. The sensor compares amount of oxygen in the exhaust to the
surrounding air there is an opening in the sensor that is exposed to the atmosphere. It
generates a corresponding voltage which is transmitted to the PCM. The PCM then controls
injector pulse based on this value. Modern vehicles use a heated oxygen sensor HO2S. These
sensors contain a heating element that brings the sensor to operating temperature faster. This
allows the PCM to use the signals input sooner, for more precise fuel control and reduced
emissions. The heater circuit is energized through a relay that closes when the engine is
cranked. The PCM monitors the heater circuit and will turn on the check engine light if it finds a
problem. This indicates the PCM has detected a problem with the bank 1 oxygen sensor. Bank 1
refers to the side of the engine that has the 1 cylinder. Bank 2 is the opposite side of the engine.
A typical heated oxygen sensor. Courtesy: easterncatalytic. To sum things up, the common
causes for code P are as follows:. In theory, a failed O2 heater will result in poor fuel economy.
The only thing you will notice is an illuminated check engine light on your dashboard. If your
registration is due, you will also fail the emissions test. This code can only be caused by
problems in O2 sensor heater circuit, or by the sensor itself. Typically, heated O2 sensors have
four wires â€” two of which go to the heater circuit and two that are power and ground for the
sensor. In this case study, we are only concerned with the heater circuit. Typical O2 sensor
heater circuit and connectors. Courtesy: alldata. First, you want to disconnect the O2 sensor
connector and test the heater circuit for power and ground. You can do this using a digital
multimeter. By consulting the wiring diagram for you vehicle, determine which pin on the
connector is power and which is ground. Set your multimeter to the volts setting. If not, you
have a problem with the O2 sensor power supply. To test the ground side of the circuit, connect
the red multimeter lead to the battery positive terminal and the black lead to ground. Once
again, you should see a reading of about 12 volts. Set your meter to the ohms setting. Then,
connect your meter leads to both of the heater circuit pins on the sensor side of the connector.
Consult the service information to see if the resistance value on your meter is within
specification. If not, the heating element inside the sensor has high resistance and the sensor
should be replaced. If you get a reading that says OL on your meter while performing this test,
the heating element has an open circuit. Once again, in this case, the sensor should be
replaced. Testing O2 heater element resistance. Courtesy: 2carpros. Code P is the most closely
related code to P So, it is essentially the same code, but for the opposite bank of the engine. All
of the same diagnostic steps apply. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. You have to get a OBD2 code reader to see this code. Also it is a P,
just to clarify. A good one can be expensive but many parts places will test for free. Some repair
places like Pep Boys will also do it for free. My car is a toyota altezza 3sge automatic. It has no
power whatsoever, its extremely sluggish to the point that trying to merge into traffic is
dangerous, OBDII diagnostic brought out P and P codes. Want to know if that could be the
culprit. Some mechanics are saying I should remove the catalytic converter. But then isnt
sensor 1 the upstream sensor, so why would the catalytic converter even have any effect, if so.
Yes, it could be. Replace both upstream O2 sensors, that will probably solve your problem. If
you drive it too far you can also destroy your CAT and that can be really expensive. I have a
toyota avalon xls 3. Where is the location of this sensor and what should i do? The sensor is in
the exhaust system usually just before the catalytic converter. It will take a special tool that
accommodates for the wires and the sensor for removal. Many parts places rent these for free.
Due to their location it oftentimes requires a lot of force to remove them and they are also in
difficult locations to get to. You cannot repair a sensor by cleaning or any method. There are
people who have posted many methods of testing the sensors as they can be quite expensive.
My car is ford focus , there is a lot of black smoke at the exhaust and consuming so much fuel.
Please what do I do? I have a coja BMW n have been having issue of overheating with my car fr
days now, I even went to d extend of changing d top sylinder gasget n yet same problem. How
do my mechanic trace dis please? Peugeot cc 2.
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Disconnected the second O2 sensor after cat. The mpg is the best ever and the performance
difference is amazing. Hello Guys, advice need please. If you can backprobe the oxygen sensor
connector on the heater circuit while the engine is running, you should be able to see if there is
voltage at the connector. If there is voltage at the connector, then do a continuity check of the
oxygen sensor heater circuit. If your meter reads otherwise, this means the heater circuit is
faulty. Replace the sensor if this is the case. Skip to content. Notify of. Miles: Miles. Engine:
Engine. Inline Feedbacks. Thomas R Turner. Bill Knight. Dylan Beams. Did you find your
problem. Omojasola Olatunji. Babajide Balogun. Benjamin Jerew. What exactly am I supposed
to do to please? Is complete replacement the solution. Thanks in anticipation. Hamed- If you
can backprobe the oxygen sensor connector on the heater circuit while the engine is running,
you should be able to see if there is voltage at the connector.

